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Important Disclosures
This document contains the views and opinions of our Global

Economic Research and Strategy Team (Claire Dissaux, Mattia

Taboga and Meena Bassily)) as of 10 October 2018 and does

not necessarily represent the views and opinions of Millennium

or any of its Portfolio Managers.

This document has been prepared by Millennium Global

Investments Limited ("Millennium") solely for the purposes of

providing background information on certain investment strategies

offered by Millennium (“Strategies”). Millennium is authorised and

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and registered as an

investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain level of skill or

training.

The Financial Conduct Authority can be contacted by

telephone on +44 207 066 1000 or in writing to: Financial

Conduct Authority, 25 The North Colonnade, London E14 5HS,

United Kingdom.

This information contained in this document is intended for

Professional Clients (or Elective Professional Clients) only.

Millennium Global does not target retail clients and our

services are not suitable for, nor will they be made available to

retail clients.

In the United Kingdom, this document is only available to persons

who are: (i) investment professionals within the meaning of Article

19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial

Promotion) Order 2005 ("FP Order") or Article 14 of the Financial

Services and Markets Act 2000 (Promotion of Collective Investment

Schemes)(Exemptions) Order 2001 ("CIS Order"); (ii) high net worth

companies and certain other entities falling within Article 49 of the

FP Order or Article 22 of the CIS Order; or (iii) any other persons to

whom such communication may lawfully be made, including in

accordance with the relevant provisions of the FCA Conduct of

Business rules. This document is not intended for distribution in the

United States or for the account of US persons (as defined in

Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the

“Securities Act”)) except to persons who are “qualified purchasers”

(as defined in the US Investment Company Act of 1940, as

amended (the “Company Act”)) and “accredited investors” (as

defined in Rule 501(a) under the Securities Act). It must not be

acted, or relied, upon by any other persons.

The information contained in this document is strictly confidential

and is only for the use of the person to who it is sent and/or who

attends any associated presentation. Distribution of this document

or the information herein to any person, other than the person to

whom this document was originally delivered and such person's

advisors, is unauthorised. Any reproduction or publication of this

document, in whole or in part, or the disclosure of any of its

contents, without the prior consent of Millennium in each such

instance is prohibited.

Distribution of this document may be restricted in certain

jurisdictions. This document is not intended for distribution to, or use

by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such

distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation, and it

is the responsibility of any person or persons in possession of this

document to inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable

laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction.

There can be no assurance that professionals currently employed

by Millennium will continue to be employed by Millennium or that the

past performance or success of any such professional is indicative

of such professional’s future performance or success. This

document is not, and should not be regarded as investment advice

or as a recommendation regarding any particular investment or

Strategy, or market(s) in which to invest.

Nothing in this document should be construed as an offer,

solicitation, invitation, marketing of services or products,

advertisement, inducement, or representation of any kind, or as an

opinion on the merits or otherwise, of any particular investment,

investment strategy or market in which to invest. Any examples of

Strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative and/or

educational purposes only, and are not indicative of the historical or

future Strategy or performance or the chances of success of any

particular Strategy. You should consult your investment, tax, legal,

accounting or other advisors about the matters discussed herein.

Millennium, its affiliates and clients may, as at the date of

publication, have a long or short position in the investments

covered in this document. We intend to continue trading in the

relevant investments and may at any time be long, short or

neutral these securities (or any other securities of the same

issuer) or any related securities, regardless of the position or

views expressed in this document.

The views and opinions in this document are not guaranteed nor

intended to be complete, and material aspects of the descriptions

contained herein may change at any time. Millennium and its

employees have no obligation to provide recipients hereof with

updates or changes to the information contained in this document.

While every care has been taken in the compilation of this

document and every attempt has been made to present up-to-date

and accurate information, we cannot guarantee that inaccuracies

will not occur. Neither Millennium, its portfolio managers nor any of

its employees will be held responsible for any error or omission

and/or any claim, loss, damage or inconvenience caused as a result

of reliance on information contained in this document.

Past performance of any Strategy shown herein is not a guide, and

should not be construed as a guarantee of future performance as

the value of any Strategy or investments may fall as well as rise,

and an investor may lose all or a substantial amount of their

investment.

Certain portions of the information contained in this document may

constitute forward-looking statements, views or research opinions.

Due to various uncertainties and actual events, the actual

performance of the economy may differ materially from those

reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements, views

or opinions. As a result, investors should not rely on forward looking

statements, views or opinions in making any investment decisions.

Any models contained in this document have been provided for

discussion purposes only. There can be no assurance that any

investment opportunities described in such models will become

available to any Strategy or to Millennium. Likewise, it should not be

assumed that any investments described by these models would be

profitable if implemented. It should not be assumed that any trade

or illustration contained in this document would be implemented by

Millennium or that it would be profitable if implemented.
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Key Currency Views
• The list of tail risks to the global economy has grown,

including a disorderly Brexit, an Italian banking sector

and sovereign debt crisis, a further escalation in US

protectionist policies, an EM crisis and a supply-driven

surge in oil prices. In addition, none of these risks can

be addressed through coordinated monetary or fiscal

policy response by major economies and/or China as

policy space has dramatically been reduced since

2008. Against this backdrop our base case is for global

growth to slow down to trend amid gradual policy

normalisation by major central banks, which should

keep cyclical drivers in place for developed market

currencies and differentiation across EM.

• We believe that cyclical drivers of the USD, including

growth momentum and policy differentiation, are still

positive and will remain in place at least until the mid-

term elections in November. The latter could provide a

catalyst and refocus markets on structural factors,

namely widening twin deficits, Trump’s policy risk

premium and signs of late-cycle stages for the economy,

as a Democrats’ win of the House would solidify

expectations of a fiscal cliff by 2020 and would be

unlikely to reverse the trade measures against China.

• Our base case is for the USD strength into November, in

particular vs. EUR and JPY. With EUR trade-weighted

valuation becoming rich, largely due to EM/CNY

depreciation, downside risks building for Euro area

growth in turn reviving political and fiscal challenges

into 2019, we look for downward pressure on EUR vs.

USD. Provided Japan’s economy does not fall into a

downturn, higher US interest rates provide a strong

incentive for the recycling abroad of the current account

surplus, set to keep JPY weakening vs. USD despite an

already cheap valuation, all the more so as China-US

trade war will likely put downward pressure on most EM

Asian currencies, including CNY.

• GBP is likely to be hit by domestic political instability

risks over the next couple of months and the risk of a

scenario for “no deal” with the EU. Our scenario for a

withdrawal agreement to be eventually agreed by year-

end points to some temporary support from a BoE

repricing for a Feb hike. Such a move should be seen as

an opportunity to sell into given our view that GBP has

yet to price our base case for a hard Brexit (e.g. Canada-

like agreement) if not a disorderly Brexit.

• We see a more positive backdrop for SEK than NOK in

Q4, given relative currency valuation and an under-

priced Riksbank in Q1 2019 compared to a cautious

start of the Norges Bank tightening cycle, which looks

fairly priced.

• Given the normalisation of growth and inflation in

Canada, we look for CAD to benefit from increased

interest support in Q4. We have shifted to a slight

positive bias on AUD on a trade-weighted basis, as

RBA’s rate path looks under-priced given labour market

dynamics and the year-end rebound in Chinese

infrastructure investment should keep a floor under

Australia’s terms-of-trade.

• We see a case for a selective rebound in EM currencies,

based on an overshoot of some EMFX valuations and the

start of external adjustment. A broader-based recovery

in EMFX will require a positive re-rating of EM growth

prospects which will be more challenging in a slowing

global economy and likely require domestic structural

reforms in EM. The combination of fundamentals and

valuations points to MXN, PLN, CZK, RUB (but US

sanction risk remains). In contrast TRY, ZAR and INR still

look vulnerable to global liquidity tightening and a lack

of growth acceleration in Q4. Across Asia, we see

spillovers from CNY downside pressures especially to

KRW whereas SGD benefits from stronger domestic

demand.
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USD Outlook
• Now that US trade protectionist measures have

been directed to China only, the impact on US

GDP growth over the next year (estimated to

about -0.2%) should be moderate, although

longer-term consequences on trade, investment

flows and employment are negative. Business

surveys have indeed continued to point to

robust investment plans for the next couple of

quarters.

• Consumers are set to bear the largest cost of

tariffs (a tax on consumption) but the impact is

likely to be spread over a few years. The impact

of it on consumer sentiment has so far been

minimal. We expect consumer spending to

strengthen further into Q4 2018, supported by

record high confidence, positive labour market

dynamics and a large impact from the fiscal

stimulus.

• The still positive relative economic momentum

in the US vs. other advanced economies and

interest rate differentials point to USD support.

The strength of investment prospects points to

an upward revision of Fed’s terminal rate by

markets (likely to just above 3%).

• Market focus on the US dollar’s expensive

valuation, widening US twin deficits and a flat

yield curve are likely to return only when US

cyclical dynamics show clear signs of softening

in our view. We do not see that happening in Q4

2018 yet.

• We see Nov mid-term elections as a risk to our

strong USD view in the base case of a

Democrat win in the House. In that scenario

there would be no scope for extending income

tax cuts (hence a negative fiscal impulse to be

expected in 2020), increased risks around

raising the debt ceiling (by March 2019) and

likely additional trade protectionist measures by

President Trump set to face further

investigation.

A large impact from the fiscal stimulus expected in H2 2018

Source: GS,  US Treasury, US Department of Commerce. Data as of 13 September 2018.

.

.

Source: Macrobond. Data as of March 2018.

.

.

Household savings rate has been revised higher and has room 

to fall given wealth effect

Outlook for higher estimates of neutral rates likely to support USD 

vs. EUR

Source: Holston, Laubach and Williams (San Francisco Fed), Macrobond, Data as of August 2018

.

.
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EUR Outlook
• Downside risks to growth have increased as

momentum in hard data has slowed, while

consumer confidence and the composite-PMI

have past their Q1 cyclical peaks and

continued to decline.

• We expect growth to remain above trend in

Q4, narrowing the output gap and supporting

wages and price pressures. We think the ECB

will stay confident on achieving its inflation

target and not alter guidance that we think

implies a hike in Sep 19. Discussion on the

reinvestment policy in Q4 will, in our view, be

of technical nature and not infer on their policy

stance. We think the market may struggle to

price a hiking cycle given uncertainty on

growth. Changes to the ECB governing

council is a risk to this view (Praet, Draghi and

Coeure will end their terms by 2020).

• The current account surplus remains strong at

3.4% of GDP, though has started to narrow.

More pressing is a trend decline in foreign

purchases of Euro area equities, which may

relate to underperformance of European

stocks that are exposed to EM and

automotives.

• Political challenges include: (i) Macron and

Merkel suffering declines in popularity; (ii) The

draft Italian budget is not compliant with the

Stability and Growth Pact as it implies 0.6% of

GDP of easing vs. 0.6% tightening; (iii) Early

elections in Spain are a possibility; (iv) EU

parliament elections in 2Q19 will test the

direction of EU integration; (v) Brexit remains

uncertain; (vi) EU/US trade issues may

resurface.

• EUR valuations have weakened year-to-date

with EM FX weakness lifting the EUR REER

above its 10 year average. EUR is still cheap,

however considering recent REER against

increased political and growth risks we are

more bearish EUR.

Growth dispersion: German confidence stronger than the rest

Source: MGI, Macrobond. Data as of  August 2018.

Our ECB  Rate Monitor is Stable

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of September 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of July 2018

Foreign purchases of Euro area equities falling
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JPY Outlook

• Economic activity has picked up in Q3, driven by

the services sector. Consequently the BoE

upgraded its near-term view of GDP growth to

0.5% QoQ in August. They continue to view the

progress in achieving their inflation mandate as

being sufficient and we expect a rate rise in H1

2019, potentially as soon as February,

contingent on smooth Brexit developments.

• Q4 will be a pivotal quarter for Brexit

discussions, with the EU and UK bound to agree

on a withdrawal agreement by the special

November EU summit meeting. Against this

backdrop GBP should remain volatile and driven

by political headlines. The currency may benefit

initially from a modest compression in risk

premium from a withdrawal treaty agreement

(EUR/GBP 0.87-0.88) before depreciating

subsequently. We view that risks surrounding

the identified Hard Brexit range for EUR/GBP

remain to the topside.

• The BoJ is likely to maintain a dovish guidance

in order to limit the contamination from higher

US bond yields to JGBs and keep conditions

accommodative at a time when external risks to

growth are rising and a consumption tax hike is

planned in Oct 2019.

• Domestic demand is not strong enough to

dispel external risks to growth, with

consumption the weak spot in contrast to

resilient investment prospects. Nevertheless,

with corporate profits strong and investment

projections resilient, GDP growth should remain

well above potential (around 0.5%).

• In a scenario of continued US cyclical strength

and rising real yields (with US fiscal stimulus

offsetting trade uncertainty still in Q4), but

emerging Asia currency weakness, and higher

US tariffs concentrated on China, there is a

case for real rate differentials to support

USD/JPY higher in our view.

Japan: US-Japan real yield moving higher again for US reasons 

after it fell following the July BoJ meeting

Source: Macrobond. Data as of September 2018

.

GBP Outlook

It would take a much softer Japanese business cycle to trigger 

sharp portfolio repatriation 

Source: Macrobond. Data as of February 2019

EUR/GBP: upside risks prevailing as no deal more likely than soft 

Brexit

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of September 2018
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CAD Outlook CAD: Employment growth should not slow down further

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of August 2018.

Interest rate spreads remain an important driver for CAD 

Sources: MGI, Macrobond. Data as of September 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of April 2018

.

Australia: Economic activity seems to be picking up pace

AUD Outlook

• The labour market softened somewhat in Q3.

Employment growth for instance slowed to about

1% YoY while headline wage growth to 2.8%

YoY, both almost 1% pt from the cycle highs.

However, the BoC focuses on a range of

underlying wage measures which are biased

higher on our measures.

• BoC will likely raise rates on 24 Oct in our view,

which is broadly discounted in market pricing,

particularly as a new NAFTA agreement has

been reached at the end of September.

• We do not view NAFTA risk premium to be

material in USDCAD but the fact that the US and

Canada administrations managed to strike an

agreement should work towards our baseline of

a further mini-leg lower in USD/CAD towards

1.27-1.28.

• The growth backdrop has given some more

convincing signs of acceleration with Q2 GDP

moving beyond RBA expectations (3.4% YoY

vs 3% RBA).

• Wage indicators remain mixed but a bit more

constructive at the margin. For instance, the

latest national accounts showed compensation

up 1.2% QoQ, although largely driven by hours

worked, and the latest PMI wage component

made a record high. This seems to be reflected

in recent RBA rhetoric which has turned slightly

more upbeat on labour market developments

and could pave the way for a rate rise around

mid-2019.

• While arguably Australia remains vulnerable to

a further escalation of US-China trade tensions,

domestic drivers could be sufficient to offset

external drags. In particular dovish market

pricing for the RBA (less than 1 hike priced by

end 2019) suggests modest interest rate

support for AUD, which in our view justifies a

largely neutral stance on AUD/USD in Q4.
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SEK Outlook
• Low underlying inflation In Sweden remains the

key factor holding back SEK, with CPIF ex-

energy having made a new low of 1.16% YoY in

August. The Riksbank is signalling balanced

risks of a rate hike in either December of

February. In view of recent macro data we view

a February rise now to be more likely.

• While we view SEK prospects as having

improved since our Q3 assessment, lack of

possible policy action in December may limit

SEK gains. A central bank that however

maintains expectations of a hike in February

should be sufficient to make EUR/SEK

downside more attractive compared to our

cautious Q3 assessment.

• Valuation metrics in fact are becoming more

attractive, with our PPP metric for instance

suggesting that SEK undervaluation has

widened to almost 10% vs. EUR.

Sweden: Another disappointment in core inflation may lead the 

Riksbank to wait until February to raise rates

Source: Macrobond. Data as of August 2018..

Norway: Latest regional network report remained upbeat

Source: Macrobond. Data as of September 2018

Monetary conditions very loose despite rapidly shrinking output 

gap

NOK Outlook

Source: Macrobond. Data as of July 2018.

• Q3 brought about more constructive news on

the economic outlook, with growth set to remain

one of the highest in Europe this year. We

expect a rebound in GDP toward 3% YoY in the

remainder of the year.

• Norges Bank lifted rates in September, however

it did so cautiously and did not upgrade its

medium-term outlook for policy tightening. A

dovish hike, with the next one explicitly

signalled for March 2019, may reduce near-

term interest for NOK in Q4.

• We continue to note that NOK remains quite

cheap to market metrics, with our short-term fair

value model suggesting EUR/NOK closer to 9.

• Monetary conditions look very loose and stable

given the recent reduction in spare capacity,

which suggests we should see higher rates,

stronger currency or more likely a combination

of the two ahead. EUR/NOK as a result looks

still biased downwards.
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CNY Outlook
• The outlook in our view is for managed CNY

depreciation, more likely to gather steam after

US mid-term elections. In view of corporate

credit concerns, additional monetary easing is

likely required, set to weigh on CNY vs. USD

given rising US rates, a still expensive CNY

and an erosion of external surpluses.

• In addition to trade diversion due to higher US

tariffs, slower world trade growth points to

softer Chinese exports. The current set of US

tariffs points to a drag of about 0.4%-0.5% on

China’s GDP growth.

• The Chinese authorities are likely to prevent

GDP growth from falling below 6%. We expect

the impact from fiscal stimulus to be reflected

into higher infrastructure investment in Q4

2018.

Still strong basic balance points to fundamental support to CHF 

on a trade-weighted basis

Source: Macrobond. Data as of June 2018

CNY: A broad set of indicators point to growth slowing in China

Source: Macrobond. Data as of August 2018

CHF Outlook
• The Swiss economy has outperformed the Euro

area so far this year, with GDP growth likely to

be close to 3% in 2018. It has adjusted to the

strong CHF environment, with capacity

utilisation in the manufacturing sector above its

long-term average, the output gap nearly

closed and CPI inflation back to pre-crisis

levels, as is the unemployment rate. Yet the

SNB revised lower its inflation forecasts at its

Sep meeting.

• Although imported inflation boosted by higher

oil prices has outpaced domestic inflation, the

reduction in slack suggests that conditions for

price stability have now been achieved. In

addition to a large SNB balance sheet, negative

interest rates keep the monetary stance very

accommodative and increasingly inappropriate

for the real economy in our view. In turn, we

see CHF trade-weighted appreciation as

required to tighten broad monetary conditions.

SNB intervention is likely to remain modest in

our view given domestic outlook and an already

large balance sheet.

Source: Macrobond. Data as of August 2018

CHF: SNB downgraded its inflation forecasts in Sep, with 

2% inflation now only reached by 2021
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EM Outlook INR: The gap between nominal GDP growth and bond yields 

is narrowing, a negative signal for debt dynamics

KRW: Consumer confidence has dropped over recent months, 

manufacturing sentiment subdued

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of August 2018

SGD: PMI export orders suggest Singapore export outlook is 

solid

Sources: Macrobond.  Data as of  August 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of October 2018

• INR: The additional rise in oil prices will weigh on

inflation, domestic demand and external balances

over the near term. RBI is expected to focus on

the potential second round effects of higher oil

prices on inflation, and keep open the outlook for

tightening by end 2018. The widening of the

current account deficit should remain contained

(2.5 - 2.7% of GDP) given the recent boost in

export growth.

• We likely need to see additional trade-weighted

depreciation in real terms in order to complement

the adjustment in external balances from higher

interest rates. Positioning adjustment, a

stabilisation in oil prices and a less expensive

valuation are needed to make an INR rebound

sustainable in our view.

• KRW: The domestic outlook has weakened further,

with a sharp deterioration in employment and

consumer confidence, which has justified fiscal

stimulus into 2019. We look for no change in

interest rates by the BoK in Q4 2018.

• Given the integration of Korean manufacturers

with China in value-added chains, Korea stands

to be most vulnerable to the higher US tariffs

imposed on China’s exports in our view.

• In our base case characterised by slowing but

resilient DM demand, continued portfolio outflows

from Korea should increasingly recycle the

current account surplus and put downward

pressure on KRW especially vs. USD and SGD.

• SGD: Underlying inflation is set to rise above MAS

forecasts of around 2% and labour market

dynamics, with resident unemployment below

MAS estimates for NAIRU, argue for the MAS to

tighten monetary policy at its October meeting

(due to take place on Oct 12).

• After a strong performance of SGD compared to

regional peers in Q3 we see limited upside into

Q4. Based on our view on US yields and no

surprise from MAS, risks are skewed toward a

small rise in USD/SGD in our view in Q4.
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CEEMEA Outlook Yield differentials point to CZK strength vs. EUR

Oil in RUB terms remains near ‘crisis’ highs

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of October 2018

ZAR: Financial account is completely reliant on portfolio inflows

Sources: Macrobond.  Data as of  April 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of September 2018

• CZK: In the Czech Republic, rate hikes may slow,

but valuations and rate differentials are attractive.

Since the CNB began tightening, interest rates

have been raised 145bp and EURCZK has fallen

1.4%. To end-2019 CNB have signalled around

two more 25bp hikes and assumed a 5.5%

decline in EURCZK. We see risks skewed to less

tightening than forecast given the risk of slowing

Euro area demand and US protectionism. Our

medium term bias is to sell spikes in EURCZK.

• PLN: PLN is underpinned by domestic growth

and low reliance of capital inflows. Real GDP

growth has outperformed that of the Euro area

and peers, and is driven by predominantly by

household consumption. This helps explain PLN

stability in the last bout of EM weakness. The

NBP has been in wait-and-see mode for a

protracted period of time. Our base case is that a

change in stance does not occur until late 2019.

• RUB: RUB is vulnerable to an expansion of US

sanctions to include restrictions on sovereign debt

purchases, but risks aside RUB is supported by

Russia’s growing twin surpluses. The MinFin

expects a budget surplus of 0.5% of GDP this

year, while the current account surplus is tracking

near 3% of GDP, and seasonals tend to improve

in Q4. RUB cheapness to oil has supported

Russia’s twin surpluses, and we would use clarity

on the sanction environment as an opportunity to

take advantage of cheap RUB valuations and

robust fundamentals.

• ZAR: Fundamental challenges have increased with

South Africa only slowly bouncing back from a

recession in 1H18. Much of the growth outlook

relies heavily on whether external trade volumes

and Chinese demand is able to pick-up, with

domestic sources of growth anaemic. The SARB

is to lift its inflation projections (6% YoY) in 1H19

raising the odds of a hike in 4Q18. Meanwhile

land policy has hijacked the reform agenda. Over-

reliance on portfolio inflow to finance the current

account deficit makes us cautious on ZAR.
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CEEMEA Outlook
TRY: Policy response has been significant, and REER 

valuations improved

MXN: NAFTA risk premium left in MXN is now relatively small

Sources: Macrobond. Data as of September 2018

BRL: Political risk evident in BRL underperformance vs. BoP

trends 

Sources: Macrobond.  Data as of  September 2018

Source: Macrobond. Data as of September 2018

• TRY: Monetary policy has responded to market

and inflation pressures with 625bp of hikes in

Q3 lifting the policy rate to 24%. For sustained

stabilisation in TRY it is important the

government and central bank do not unwind

policy tightening in response to a decline in

domestic growth. The New Economy Program is

optimistic in its growth and FX assumptions, but

at least suggests fiscal policy will further tighten.

Cheap TRY valuations in real terms and high

nominal carry makes short TRY positions

unattractive. We would consider a more bullish

stance on TRY if there were further evidence of

tight policy being maintained.

Latin America Outlook
• MXN: Lower NAFTA Risk and a neutral central

bank are largely in the price for MXN. Early

indicators suggest a better footing for activity in

H2. The IGAE GDP indicator accelerated to

3.3% in July from 1.2% YoY in June, while

consumer confidence remains near cycle-highs.

The central bank however already has a

restrictive stance, hence we expect Banxico to

remain on the side-lines in the remainder of the

year. On Nafta, with a trilateral agreement now

being reached, risk premium in MXN has been

trending lower and only a residual premium

seems to be left in USD/MXN.

• BRL: Market focus will pivot around the next

round in the Presidential election (28th

October), after the first round saw Bolsonaro

having a strong lead over Haddad, increasing

the likelihood that he’ll become President in the

second round. We caution that for BRL, gains

might be capped as the currency is not

stretched (REER about 0.5 standard deviation

cheap vs. historical norms) so valuation and the

implementation of pension reforms remain a

challenge, especially in a fragmented congress.


